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What is a conversational business?
We live in a world where conversational messaging (or conversational
communication) is booming. This is the origin of the need for a conversational
business.
What sets this type of communication apart is that it focuses on one-to-one
conversations in interactive interfaces such as live chat or messaging apps like
WhatsApp, Instagram, and Facebook.
This is an opportunity for businesses to step in and aid other companies on the
application and development of their conversational strategies.

Let's take a look at some statistics that illustrate the growth of this sector:
75% of adults want to communicate with companies in the same way they do
with friends and family members
8 out of 10 people believe that companies communicate poorly with their
customers because of traditional channels (e-mail, phone calls)
2 out of 3 people are more likely to shop at businesses they can communicate
with via online messaging

WhatsApp has become the conversational messaging channel par excellence:
2 billion active users and growing
200 M people send messages to companies' accounts
WhatsApp is the most popular messaging app in the world (Statista, 2022)
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How can you generate income from
conversational business?
We are looking for partners that want to increase their income by working with a
conversational platform.
There are a few ways to do it:
RESELLING LICENSES:
Sell the WOZTELL license with the added bonus for your services and amplify your
profits.
IMPLEMENTATION SERVICE:
Offer your services to implement all WOZTELL features to your customers.
CHATBOT MARKETPLACE FOR TEMPLATES & PLUGINS:
Build multichannel chatbot templates on our platform and develop plugins to sell
on our marketplace.
SHOW SUCCESSFUL PARTNER STATISTICS:
Share the results of success stories and statistics that your customers can use.
CROSS-SELLING:
Marketing campaigns: Create and customize successful marketing campaigns
for your customers using our platform.
New projects: Generate demand for our new projects, such as CRM
implementation.
Bulk of hours of consulting: Get paid for the hours you spend advising and
assisting customers in the use of WOZTELL.
Integrations: We continue to develop new features, such as the integration with
Zoho CRM, and you can be the one to implement them for your customers.
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Why is WOZTELL the best choice for scaling
your conversational business?
DUPLICATE AND REPLICATE
Once you deploy and configure WOZTELL for the first time, it is really easy to
duplicate for other customers.
DETAILED DOCUMENTATION
Our partners have access to a library full of documentation from our developers. You
will have tutorials and explanations of all WOZTELL functions at hand.
FLEXIBLE AND OPEN TO API INTEGRATIONS
The WOZTELL platform allows the integration of all types of APIs. So, if you are a
developer and want to maximise the power of our platform, you can easily integrate
your own API.
MULTI-CHANNEL WEBHOOKS
Create one event for all types of platforms and channels. With just one message,
you will reach WhatsApp, Facebook, Instagram and Web.
WE ARE WHATSAPP BUSINESS SOLUTION PROVIDER AND FACEBOOK
PARTNER
This gives us a strategic advantage thanks to the access to exclusive promotions
that we share with our network of partners.
WHATSAPP BUSINESS API WITHOUT MARKUP
Our WhatsApp Business prices are the cheapest in the market, no one can beat us.
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How can you benefit from our partnership
program?
Different types of partners
Referral
Technological
Country
Partner dedicated support (Partner success Department)
We have a support team that only helps partners with platform and project
issues.
You will also have access to all our documentation, guidelines and procedures.
Partner acceleration program
You will have access to a support team specialized in helping our partners
develop their business with WOZTELL through live sessions and guided training.
You will also have access to marketing and sales resources so you can offer
WOZTELL to your customers.
You will have access to our specialized project sales team through partners.
Co-selling opportunities MDF (co marketing actions with us)
Thanks to our relationship with our suppliers, we often have exclusive
promotions and campaign opportunities to get even more out of your
partnership with WOZTELL.
Also, from WOZTELL we always do co-marketing campaigns with our partners to
accelerate their growth.
WOZTELL API access
As a partner, you will have exclusive access to our API, allowing you to elaborate
any possible integration or project.
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Comparative of different types of partners

Referral

Technological

Country

Commissions

10%

20%

40%

Responsibilities

None

Customer
onboarding

Customer and
partners
onboarding and
support
Country
development

Benefits

WOZTELL API
access

WOZTELL API
access
Partner dedicated
support (Partner
success
Department)

Customer and
partners
onboarding and
support
Country
development

Partner
acceleration
program

Partner
acceleration
program

Co-selling
opportunities MDF
(co marketing
actions with us)

Co-selling
opportunities MDF
(co marketing
actions with us)
WOZTELL API
access
All customers in
the attached
countries
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Do you want more
information?
partner.support@woztell.com
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